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Abstract
The article points out that the process of mastering foreign language stimulates students’ personal, professional
and cultural growth, improving linguistic, communicative competences and viability levels. A proposed
pedagogical technology of modeling different communicative situations has a serious synergetic potential for
students’ self organized viability as a way of their self-realization in linguistic communicative creativity
improving a quality of professional education. It is noted that a viable specialist must be ready to different social
changes and hardships, to be autonomous and adaptable, flexible and sustainable, competent and competitive, to
be able to take extraordinary decisions in different unpredictable vital situations. There is a dependence of
developing personal psychological characteristics and professional, linguistic and communicative competences
on the level of students’ viability. The authors prove that a pedagogical technology of modeling communicative
situations improves the students’ viability level at technical universities of this country. It is underlined that this
technology must be integrated part of personal and professional development of future specialists. In this regard
the authors propose to change the purpose, quality of educational process and evaluating criteria of competent
specialist with the help of students’ viability criteria.
Keywords: viability, technology, self organization, consciousness, education process, mastering foreign
language, subjective experience, modeling communicative situations
1. Introduction–The Problem of Forming Students’ Viability: Background
It is noted that a lot of young people all over the world have low viability levels characterized by a person’s
disinterest in solving different personal, social and professional problems and goals. Usually it is characterized as
passivity in realizing personal aims combined with low moral level, social and cultural standards.
It is pointed out that young people often feel indifference and apathy to the processes of planning and
implementing different aims and perspectives in personal, social and professional spheres. The low viability
level is pointed out to be a reason for ever increasing number of suicides among young people, and existing
social, national problems among young people like violence, drugs, alcohol, smoking and so on. The solution of
these problems determines the urgency of creating a unified pedagogical technology of improving the students’
viability level.
So a unified pedagogical concept of improving students’ viability level has a very important scientific,
administrative and socio-political significance for the future development of our people, society and modern
community.
Pedagogical process of forming viable specialists determines a student’s personal, psychological and social
readiness to overcome different challenges of modern reality and problems of the students’ adapting to different
production, social, cultural and economic conditions, to get over hardships and meet social, economic and
industrial requirements to the specialists in the era of globalization. The problem is very important as a lot of
human, personal values, moral and cultural standards are becoming vague.
The high competitiveness in modern society determines educational orientation to improve professional level, so
it is pointed out that modern specialists must be ready to operate and manage complex social, economic and
production processes and cope with modern social, industrial, economic challenges, to be ready to find effective
decisions in different unpredictable situations and to take responsibility for the results. Some papers stress that
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these professional competences and personal characteristics can be formed in a significant communicative
process improving students’ viability levels.
It is pointed out that viability level is a person’s integrated psychological system based on universal moral,
cultural, professional, communicative competences, human values, cultural meaning and significance of
education process, self control and personal motives of learning process determining a student’s active position
in communicative situations as awareness of personal and professional growth.
2. Literature Review
Viability in pedagogical and sociological researches has qualitative characteristics and can be determined as a
criterion of assessing life quality in the current economic conditions, the quality level of educational process and
the result of students’ self-realization in any significant social or professional activity. The process of mastering
foreign language is one of the most significant activities stimulating the development of cultural layer of students’
consciousness. It is noted that a person’s consciousness contains moral, professional and cultural values and
human significance of viability. The process of mastering foreign language helps a student to combine different
human, moral values, cultural meanings in a unique picture of a viable system.
The process of forming students’ viability is significant due to the students’ age and physiological peculiarities.
The most important peculiarity is a high potential of students’ consciousness activity. It is due to the personal
structures of consciousness activity a person can become a real subject of his own life, demonstrating high levels
of viability.
The term viability is widely used in different scientific contexts, to characterize viability of a country, to
demonstrate personal characteristics, to show the progress of a modern world community. It is usually described
as a static quality of any system (a person, a communication, education and so on) and a dynamic process of
personal development. Thus the process of mastering foreign language is a dynamic process of forming students’
viability and as any dynamic process it has a lot of contradictions and complexities. They can be reduced when
referring to pedagogical synergy as integrative self developed dynamic process of a system due to its internal
ability to search a balance in different crisis situations.
There are a lot of constructs describing viability as a main human ability, (Leontiev, 1998), subjective vitality,
(Aleksandrova, 2001, 2008), coping behavior in difficult situations, (Antsyferova, 2008), individual
self-realization (Abulkhanova-Slavskaya, 1999, 2005), a social competitiveness (Emelyanov, 2007) a style of
self-regulation (Morosanova, 2007), inner individual stability (Bohan, 2004), sense of coherence (Haynes, 2008),
hardiness (Kobasa & Maddi, 2006), resilience (Masten, 2008); life effectiveness (Cicchetti, 2005).
The difference in determining this concept can be explained by different purposes and various pedagogical
approaches to scientific problems.
Some scientists point out that the process of improving students’ viability can be organized as special
psychological courses or methodological classes, special psychological or pedagogical supporting programs
helping a person to overcome different hardships. But they do not solve this complex problem.
Thus analyzing a lot of scientific papers devoted to the problem of developing and improving viability levels we
can come to the conclusion that it has not got an adequate pedagogical solution in pedagogic researches yet. The
existing methods and programs of developing a person’s viability level are rather narrow as they aimed to help
young people to cope with some specific social problems and hardships (like unemployment), but they are
interruptive and do not form a stable person’s ability and can be useful as behavior adapting programs for
specific group of people.
A lot of psychological methods and programs devoted to this problem were carried out by foreign authors
(Klohnen, 1996, 2006; Bernard, 2008; Mowbray, 2010) though a lot of them have not been translated and
adapted to conditions of a technical university of this country, most of them have not passed any validation
procedures.
Thus to train viable specialists we need practical pedagogical technologies and additional assessing methods.
The range of approaches to the study of the concept let us determine students’ viability as a basic inborn
psychological and vital ability as a dynamic process of students’ self organization in modeling communicative
situations. The key position of forming students’ viability is based on integration of personal, professional,
linguistic competences. The students are the subjects of educational process to determine their limits, levels and
perspectives of their self organized viability being active creators of personal vitality.
So there are some contradictions between the significance of improving students’ viability and insufficient
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attention to forming viable specialists, the significance of forming students’ viability and the lack of practical
pedagogical methods and technologies to implement it in educational process of a technical university; human
values and significance of students’ viability and using inhuman traditional methods of forming it in the system
of professional education.
So the complexity of pedagogical processes aimed to improve students’ viability identifies urgent need to refer to
pedagogical synergy. Thus the process of improving students’ viability is a continuous pedagogical process of
mastering foreign language where a technology of modeling communicative situations is a pedagogical tool of
different levels of self organized students’ viability based on developing professional, communicative, language
competences. So, a pedagogical technology of improving students’ viability is based on main theories:
psychological systems (Klochko, 2009), trans-communicative theory (Kabrin, 2008) and self-developing systems.
(Knyazeva, 2003, 2005).
The conceptual meaning of our research can be realized if we refer to the educational potential of modeling
language communicative situations as a process of students’ self organized viability.
Humanistic potential of modeling communicative situations (dialogue, communication tasks, etc.) stimulate
students’ consciousness activity–subjectivity, reflexivity, motivation, criticality, etc. As a result of this activity we
can observe different levels of students’ viability as new formed personal characteristics indicated different
students’ viability levels.
Thus, the external pedagogical means (technology, methods) create internal (motivation) levels of students’
psychological readiness to self-organized vitality (expressed by internal activity of a system stimulated by
various communicative situations). Pedagogical technology of modeling communicative situations is a system of
developing students’ professional, cultural and subjective experience of surviving in crisis situations and
stimulating further development.
So different communicative situations are supposed to be important pedagogic conditions for different synergetic
self organized processes appeared in a system as cumulative synergy effect to stimulate inner impulses of a
system to balance and stability in crisis situations.
It is proved that the more developing perspectives a system have the higher level of viability it demonstrates.
Conceptual plan of our research determines three pedagogical components: methodological component
determining the basic scientific meanings of modeling communicative situations as pedagogical technology of
improving students’ viability level; theoretical component demonstrating the ways of improving students’
viability in modeling communicative situations and practical component explaining pedagogical methods and
pedagogical conditions of improving students’ viability.
The hypothesis of the research based on the assumption of the students’ viability level to improve efficiency and
quality of professional training, and its dependence on many conditions. The efficiency of students’ viability
level is likely to be guaranteed:
- if a pedagogical technology of modeling communicative situations contains pedagogical conditions for students’
self-identity; self organization and self realization;
- if a pedagogical technology is based on humanistic approaches to the education based on universal human
values, integration of professional, communicative and linguistic competences and personal characteristics
stimulating students’ self organized viability.
We defined a viable specialist on the basis of existing state standards as the main evaluating criteria and social
and economic requirements to a specialist. In this case the process of forming students’ viability is a concept
educational technology of developing students’ professional, linguistic and communicative competences, based
on a set of individual personal characteristics, interests, moral standards and cultural values. Thus the aim of
forming viable specialist in educational system meets personal interests and intentions, social, economic needs
and modern requirements as a success person’s socializing and comfort adapting to different vital conditions.
The process of forming students’ viability is implemented as a significant pedagogical process of mastering
moral, cultural and professional values, personal motivation system based on universal values, meanings and
significant linguistic communicative situations, in accordance to students’ abilities (tendencies) to
self-congruence, partners’ emphatic acceptance, subjective control and realistic functioning.
In this case the process of modeling communicative situations stimulates inner activity of students’
consciousness (motivation, self control, empathy, reflection and others), determines the system of personal
values and vital position and testifies different levels of students’ viability.
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The dependence of improving person’s viability in different stressful, even dangerous situations let us refer to
pedagogical technology of modeling communicative situations with unpredictable results. Being involved in
different communicative situations, the students experience emotional distress gaining subjective experience to
cope with different stressful vital situations.
There are pedagogical conditions of effective modeling communicative situations: the communicative situations
must be interesting to the students; they must contain a concept; the content of the communicative situations
must be open to be added by a student’s subjective experience; unpredictable communicative situations must
stimulate the students’ consciousness activity and must contain a problem.
3. Material and Methods
Changes taking place in contemporary society, made it necessary to combine usual educational phenomenon
with new education meanings and values determined by a number of researchers as acquisition of human
viability essence, individual’s creative potential, and subjective experience.
The modern educational directions let us change the key pedagogical positions and approaches to the process of
mastering foreign language as a humanistic pedagogical process of forming students’ viability levels based on
valuable orientation of communicative situations implemented in dialogues as main conditions of students’
co-creative cultural activity in education environment of a technical university.
To become a competent specialist a student must have viable characteristics, to be open minded, autonomous,
flexible and at the same time a sustainable psychological system capable to overcome hardships and to preserve
and develop personal characteristics in hard vital circumstances as a tendency to self organization.
In the context of pedagogical synergy professional, linguistic and communicative competences can be realized in
communicative activity due to a creative nature of modeling communicative situations as the process of gaining
subjective experience in the process of generating and integrating special, professional, linguistic knowledge
having a serious synergetic potential for self organization.
It is impossible to form students’ viability using traditional method of direct knowledge transference as it is
pointed out that students’ viability level is based on values and senses. They can’t be transferred by the teacher
but obtained by students in effective communicative processes. So, a pedagogical technology of modeling
communicative situations must be involved in pedagogical process to create pedagogical conditions for
self-control, self motivation and self organization.
In accordance with the state documents and regulations the main requirements to students’ professional training
are based on the principles of humanization, cultural and personal orientation. These principles are included in
pedagogical technology of modeling language communicative situations based on universal values of humanistic
philosophy, pedagogy and psychology. These values develop cultural layers of consciousness ensuring a
pedagogical support to improve students’ viability as internal self-motivation, self-reflection, self-criticism and
self-organization. The principles are implemented in modeling communicative situations and guarantee a
personal and professional growth of a future specialist.
To solve the problems of forming students’ viability a set of interrelated research methods were used. In the
theoretical part the applied methods of historical and pedagogical comparative theoretical analysis of
philosophical, psychological and pedagogical papers on the subject, methods of induction and deduction, system
structure analysis were applied.
To study the fundamental concepts a lot of conceptual analysis were performed. Experimental part of the study
was carried out on the method of observation (included and non included methods of observations), expert
assessments, testing using techniques–self-actualizing test (SAT) (Shostrom, 2001), diagnostic levels of
subjective control (Rotter, 2004); motivation; self-concept, creative self-development (Andreev, 2005); test
questionnaire (Stolin & Panteleev, 2001); methods-autonomy-dependence (Parygin, 2003).
For socio-psychological diagnosing different groups of students were observed at different stages of empirical
studies, a lot of standardized questionnaires and tests (including a modified version of the methodology “The
Interpersonal Support Evaluation List, General Population (Cohen & Hoberman, 1983; Cohen, Mermelstein,
Kamarck, & Hoberman, 1985), the method of the “Strategy of social support”, standardized questionnaires and
tests; technique for diagnosing cognitive-behavioral coping strategies (Sizov, 2001); “The survey of coping”
(developed by Lazarus & Folkman, 2002) and adapted by (Kryukova & Kuftyak, 2006, 2008); diagnostic tools;
method of social adaptation diagnosis (Rogers & Diamond, 1987, 2004) were used.
Experimental research was done at Don state technical university at the chair “Foreign languages”. There were
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85 students of the control group and 90 students of the experimental group. The experiment has been conducted
for three years; there were 525 students of 1st, 2nd and 3rd year for the entire period. As to diagnostic indicators
there were three levels of students’ self-organized viability expressed by pedagogical technology of creating
conditions for students’ consciousness activities–low, medium, high.
Each level is represented by a variety of indicators signaling about varying in levels of forming diagnostic
qualities and features. The difficulty of diagnosing results of students’ self organized viability was based in
diagnostic procedure. Scientific approach to diagnosing students’ viability levels determines the need not to
measure only students’ skills and abilities demonstrating higher students’ viability levels , but also to identify
conditions and results of modeling communicative situations to optimize the process of forming students’
viability.
4. The Progress and Outcomes of the Experiment
Before the beginning of the experiment we determined criteria indicating characteristics of viable specialists:
awareness of significance of social adapting, ability to a dialogue interaction, effective communication, tolerance
to different language and national culture traditions; personal qualities; motivation, criticality, creativity,
empirical view, communicative experience.
The analysis of these criteria was done on a basis of personal characteristics and features, professional, linguistic
and communicative competences. Synergetic integrating principle establishes links between universal and
personal values, universal and personal senses, cultural and personal meanings, contradictions in views and
respect to a different opinion.
Thus communicative competences develop concrete vital abilities based on consciousness’ activity to be
convincing in arguments, to neutralize the opponent; to distinguish between moral values and technocratic
content of communication (motivation); to express critical analyses of well-established facts (invariant), a
specific point of view to a particular situation combining different points of view; to search and adapt new
positions in communication, to use special skills of transferring significant information as energy exchange, to
accelerate decision making process, to summarize communication situation; to be tolerant, especially to the
people with opposite opinions, to be ready to tactful expression of personal position (criticality); ability to
identify explicit and hidden sources of contradictions and problems, to regulate conflicts in communicative
situations (collision);to overcome different contradictions between well known facts contained in communicative
situations and a way of searching a personal position and a possible way out of changing circumstances of
communicative situations; (creativity); express support and empathy to partners, to demonstrate and refresh
professional knowledge, to avoid conflicts, to be ready to a compromise, to have a desire to understand another
person (empathy) . So, activity of students’ consciousness can be easily fixed by the direct observation methods.
These levels can be characterized by frequency which is considered to evaluate the effectiveness of quantitative
measurements occurring in students’ consciousness when they work with experimental linguistic communicative
material (modeling communicative situations).
To diagnose the appearance of students’ viability levels, we tested actual level of student’s development at a
given moment of our experiment. The scope of personal development is a vivid demonstration of viable students’
progress beginning from starting level of students’ viability.
Having approved the pedagogical diagnostics of evaluating pedagogical technology effectiveness optimal
pedagogical conditions of students’ consciousness creative activity were proposed in accordance with theoretical
model and expressed by viable criteria. A designed program of dynamic changes testifying about higher levels of
development is represented as changing in students’ consciousness, including purposes of experimental research,
its phases, methods and collecting and processing data.
Thus, we can test the effectiveness of pedagogical technology based on two programs: a program of indirect
indicators to determine the initial and final levels of students’ viability in an experimental group and to
diagnosing the development of basic structures of consciousness–self control, reflection, autonomy, criticality,
motivation, self-regulation and others in a control group.
5. Discussion
The reference to indirect indicators is explained by a) indirect nature of proposed pedagogical means–technology
of modeling communicative situations creating pedagogical conditions for actualizing personal structures of
consciousness as a way of students’ vital activity; b) students’ consciousness activity is based on the level of
personal self control. Different changes in self control levels can be measured statistically with the help of
pedagogical techniques.
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The second program of measuring the students’ viability level is quantitative method to be carried out with the
help of direct indicators to diagnose the students’ abilities and skills in the operational sequence-objective-verbal,
as a type of students’ self-organizing consciousness moving to the highest viable levels.
The reference to direct indicators was done due to: a) the activities of personal structures of students’
consciousness by a direct empirical expression; b) the ability of consciousness to produce different
“transformations” of modeling communicative situations in accordance with personal and subjective peculiarities
and communicative experience.
The initial survey was conducted with each student at each scale (higher score is 100%) changing the results into
standard scores, the scores are the basis for the relevant forms depending on the average value which is 50% ,
and the standard deviation is 10 %, so each scale has its own scope. To test students’ self-actualization levels we
have recommended test scores for the highest level is 60%.and 40-45% recommended as low level indicators of
students’ self-actualization.
So we can see that each student has a definite increase in personal viable level in the end of experimental work,
indicating personal qualities as students’ self organized viability, (due to changes in personal structures of
consciousness). A significant increase is seen among the students of experimental groups with high levels of
development; in motivation is (+11.2% compared with 1.4% in control group); and criticality is (9.7%).
Significant changes occurred in all measured characteristics and the parameters are ranged among positive
results from low to middle levels (in experimental groups the average is 18.5% as compared with 1.3% in a
control group). In general, the growth of positive indicators of students’ viability level is about +11.4% and
+27.6% (from low to medium level indicating personal development). In the control group the growth factor is
-2.2% to +3.3% (Table. 1).
Table 1. The results of effectiveness of technology of modeling communicative situations
Scale

Control group

t

M1

D1

M2

D2

1.Competitiveness in time

2.66

7.1

7.2

2.68

2. Support

6.76

45.8

46.4

3. Valuable orientation

3.31

11.0

4. Flexibility

3.74

5. Sensitivity

Experimental group

t

M1

D1

M2

D2

0.71

7.8

2.75

7.9

2.81

0.42

6.84

2.14

46.8

6.84

47.6

6.89

2.50

10.7

3.27

1.5

11.0

3.31

11.4

3.97

0.50

14.0

13.4

3.66

2.14

14.8

3.84

13.5

3.67

3.17

2.64

7.0

6.5

2.54

1.56

6.4

2.52

6.7

2.58

1.25

6. Spontaneity

2.60

6.8

6.6

2.56

1.0

6.3

2.50

7.1

2.66

2.0

7. Self respect

2.94

8.7

8.4

2.89

0.43

8.6

2.93

9.2

3.03

1.90

8. Synergy

1.76

3.1

3.7

1.92

1.5

4

2

3.6

1.89

1.21

9. Creativity

2.50

6.3

7

2.64

1.89

6.1

2.46

6.5

2.54

1.43

A general positive growth of students’ viability level in experimental-groups is (average + 11.6% compared to
high level of development in the control group where it is - 0.5%); a positive growth of creative skills is recorded
by direct indicators (the average is 12.8% for high-level of development, in the control group it is 1.8%).
The obtained data of experimental research prove the effectiveness of pedagogical technology of modeling
communicative situations. It should be emphasized that a little discrepancy existed between positive evaluating
results. They represent a specific scientific interest and are likely to determine socio-cultural factors.
6. Results
In conclusion we present the main results of the research:
1) The process of mastering foreign language develops cultural layer of students’ consciousness containing
professional, cultural, moral values and meanings as main sources of improving students’ viability levels. The
humanistic potential of linguistic communicative situations is the way of developing and improving the students’
viability level stimulated by activities of students’ consciousness: self control, subjectivity, reflexivity,
motivation, criticality, creativity etc, and indicating different levels of students’ personal and professional growth
as the main characteristics of a viable specialist.
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2) Pedagogical technology of modeling communicative situations aimed to improve the students’ viability levels
was worked out in our practical work and based on a pedagogical concept of integrating language,
communicative and professional competences, personal features, personal values and professional characteristics.
The main pedagogical principles are: subjectivity (a basis for subjective activity of students’ consciousness)
problematic (a communicative situation must contain a problem), dialogue orientation, (a communicative
situation is a dialogue of a teacher and a student, a dialogue between a subject and object) collision (to stimulate
students’ communicative creativity) as pedagogical concept of self organized students’ viability.
3) The pedagogical concept is a pedagogical technology to overcome existing contradictions between the
requirements, needs, interests and significance of improving the students’ viability level and the way of its
practical realization and implementation in educational environment of a technical university.
4) Experimental data demonstrate a significant growth of students’ viability levels expressed as students’
personal tendencies to self actualization, subjective control, realistic functioning and self organization.
We can say that the researching has a lot of perspectives for students’ personal and professional development.
7. Conclusion
The research proved that pedagogical technology of modeling communicative situations is the effective way of
improving students’ viability. As a result of the research several recommendations on effective synergetic
pedagogical conditions of improving students’ viability were made. .The characteristic features of viable experts
were pointed out, the significance of developing and improving the students’ viability levels in educational
environment of technical university is stressed.
The necessity of going on the research work will help us to investigate the process of improving person’s
viability at different stages of educational process at different subjects to testify a unified pedagogical concept of
improving students’ viability levels.
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